Some men may carry a ___ in their pocket.

Singer Crystal Gayle had really ___ hair.

Take three strands and weave them - or do a fancy French ___.

100 strokes with a ___ is said to keep hair healthy.

People who don’t like their hair ___ can always dye it.

For a close shave around the neck and ears use a ___.

Some men prefer to ___ off their hair instead of going bald.

Halle Berry and Demi Moore often have ___ hair styles.

To give hair body you can ___ it with a comb.

Punk hairstyle - shave off the sides and spike the middle.

Hairstyle made famous by the TV show Friends

Some men wear a ___ if they are losing their hair.

Helps keep stray hairs in place

A really high hairstyle popular in the 1950s

If you go into the armed services you might get a ___ ___.

This gooey stuff will keep your hair in place.

Wash your hair with this product.

It’s not just for cakes - gives hair highlights.

Two is better than one - sometimes.

If it’s hot, wearing a ___ will keep your hair off your neck.

This appliance produces hot air.

Use this to keep your hair in place - just don't inhale it.

Get this done to make straight hair curly.

This cloth item helps you gather your hair into a ponytail.

If you want longer hair right away you can always get ___.

A ___ ___ will help you style your hair once it heats up.

If you get gum stuck in your hair try using ___ ___ to get it out.
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